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Esperanza EGG108K wireless gamepad (black)
Discover a new dimension of gameplay with the Esperanza EGG108G wireless gamepad. Available in a stylish black color scheme, this
ergonomically  designed  controller  offers  an  unparalleled  gaming  experience  on  both  PC  and  PS3  consoles.  Equipped  with  2.4GHz
connectivity  technology,  the  EGG108G gamepad  provides  smooth  and  reliable  gaming  without  the  limitations  of  cables.  Its  advanced
features, such as vibration that responds to in-game action and 12 action buttons, make every game exciting.
 
Ergonomics and comfort
The ergonomic design of the Esperanza EGG108G gamepad guarantees comfort even during long hours of gaming sessions. Its shape
was designed for natural hand positioning, minimizing the risk of fatigue and ensuring optimal grip. This allows the player to focus solely
on the action on the screen without worrying about discomfort.
 
Precision and control
Two analog manipulators and an 8-way crosshair provide full control and precision in any game. Whether it's a fast-paced action game or
a  strategic  game  that  requires  accuracy,  the  EGG108G  gamepad's  manipulators  and  crossbar  allow  for  smooth  and  intuitive  control.
Combined with 12 action buttons, including two integrated into the manipulators, the gamepad allows you to react quickly and efficiently
to dynamically changing game conditions.
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Realistic experience
The  vibration  motors  in  the  Esperanza  EGG108G  gamepad  significantly  increase  the  level  of  immersion  during  gameplay.  Thanks  to
them, every crash, explosion or shot in the game can be felt, which makes the gameplay more exciting and realistic. This is the element
that sets EGG108G apart from other controllers, providing a unique experience during each gaming session.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelEGG108KColorBlack

Price:

€ 10.50
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